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Background

Evaluation Results

Current adversarial machine learning research
continuously approaches similar conclusions: the
vulnerability of ML models is highly correlated to how
the data is represented [1, 2].
For instance, [3] presents theoretical evidence that
datasets with higher intrinsic dimensionality facilitate
adversarial attacks.

Dataset: MHealth Dataset [4] with body motion and vital signs from 22 sensors
Adversarial Attack: Carlini & Wagner l attack [5]
Neural Network: RNN with LSTM layers and average baseline performance over 90%

E.g., Adding color increases
images' intrinsic
dimensionality. "Harder-todetect" changes can be
made with RGB pixels.

Adjacently, the presentation of data to a learning model
impacts its performance.
For example, we have seen this through the use of
dimensionality reduction over the years to increase
model accuracy.

Discussion

Transformations
that do not
approach the
intrinsic
dimension don't
guarantee
reduced
codimension
(a lateral move)

Information loss during trend
extraction or feature selection
may increase codimension

Embedding space: the space in which the
data is embedded after data manipulation
(what ML practitioners interact with)

Codimension

The most robust RNN used PCA with only half of the principal components and is only
a consistent defense against adversarial examples if the number of selected principle
components approximates the data's intrinsic dimension.

Data manifold: a topological space that locally
represents the Euclidean space near each data value
(what the ML learns after training)

Candlesticks charting contributes to the most vulnerable ML models due
to information loss which increases codimension.

Adversarial research has focused primarily on
classification problems in computer vision applications.

Feature selection techniques may increase codimension and lack
manifold coverage resulting in lots of adversarial input spaces.

Problem

Example adversarial input space
Embedding space

ML practitioners in time series fields may be
unknowingly making more vulnerable models with the
use of certain data transformations.

Lack of coverage areas: High
training/testing accuracy does not
imply high manifold coverage
Data manifold

Research Aims

PCA creates more well-defined sub-manifolds for each class such that an
adversary requires higher perturbation to "trick" an ML model.

We designed our experimentation to address the following:
1. Could data transformations contribute to any adversary's
ability to more easily construct adversarial examples?
2. Is the dimensionality reduction technique, PCA,
consistent as a strategy to increase robustness when
given a time series dataset, RNN, and varying selected
principal components?
3. What representations of time series data contribute to
ML models that are least susceptible to adversarial
examples?
We explored the effect of 3 classes of linear transformations:
Dimensionality reduction (e.g., PCA)
Feature selection (e.g., low variance, random forest
selection)
Trend extraction (e.g., candlestick charting, EMA)

This is not the case for feature selection and trend extraction since
there is no mapping to a lower dimension.
Multi-class decision
boundary
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A direct result of
mapping the input
embedding into a
lower dimension

Sub-manifolds

To avoid introducing additional vulnerabilities in ML pipelines, ML
practitioners must observe and understand the particular dataset’s
intrinsic characteristics and ensure any transformation does not stray
from the intrinsic dimension.
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